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1. Answer any five of the following :
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(a) How many sections are found in the Mah bh rata? Name the first four of them.
(b) Name two Sanskrit dramas composed by two different authors having C rudatta as the hero.
(c) Name two one-act plays of Bh sa based on the R m ya a.
(d) Name any two Mah k vyas based on the story of Mah bh rata.
(e) Which edict mentioned the names of K lid sa and Bh ravi together? By whom this edict was
composed?
(f) What is meant by the term ‘ ataka K vya’? Name any one ‘ ataka K vya’ in Sanskrit literature.
(g) Who is the author of B hatkath ? In which language is the book written?
(h) Write the names of any two G tik vyas in Sanskrit literature.
2. Write short informative notes on any three of the following :
(a)
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draka

(b) Allahabad Pra asti of Samudragupta
(c) Camp k vya
(d) Bh ravi
(e) Hitopade a
(f) Vi kh datta.
3. Answer any two of the following questions :
(a) Discuss the different opinions of the scholars about the origin of Sanskrit Drama.
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(b) What is ‘Historical K vya’? Mention the name of the most famous historical k vya in Sanskrit. Who
is the author of this k vya and in which period was this text written? Write an informative note on
the said work.
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(c) Write an informative note on the influence of the R m ya a on Indian society and literature. 14
(d) What does the term ‘Pur a’ mean? Discuss the importance of Pur as on Indian literature and
cultural life.
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